ABSTRACT

We consider the problem of designing mechanisms for online problems in which agents arrive over time and truthfully announce their arrival. These problems are becoming extremely common in a wide variety of problems involving wireless networking and web serving. We show how the standard results of mechanism design can be modified to apply to this setting, provide conditions under which efficient and incentive compatible mechanisms exist and analyze several important online models including wireless networks and web serving.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mechanism design has a long and successful history in economics and has recently become an active area of research in computer science[7, 1, 2]. However, most research to date has focused on static problems, with the notable exceptions related to repeated auctions [6, 4]. In this paper we focus on online mechanisms in which agents arrive over time.

This is a classic mechanism design problem with a twist since all computations and analysis must be done online. Thus, in addition to trying to infer agents’ valuations, we must also try to infer agents’ true arrival time, which may not correspond to their announced arrival time. Intuitively, if the current prices in a system are high it might be advantageous for a user to delay submitting their request in the hope that prices might fall.

2. MODEL AND BASIC RESULTS

We introduce a model to capture the problem of online mechanism design. A mechanism defines a strategy space and a mapping from agent strategies into outcomes. An outcome \( \omega = (k, p) \), defines a choice, \( k \in \mathcal{K} \), and payments \( p = (p_1, p_2, \ldots) \) where agent \( t \) makes payment \( p_t \) to the mechanism. Choice \( k \) provides a complete description of the state of the system at all points in time. Agent \( I \) has type \( \theta_i = (\alpha_i, v_i) \), which defines both the arrival time of the agent, \( \alpha_i \in \mathbb{R}^+ \), and a valuation function \( v_i(k; \theta) \) on choices. We assume quasilinear utility functions, with payoff \( u_i(\omega; \theta_i) = v_i(k; \theta) - p_t \). Let \( \theta \) denote the joint type space and \( \mathcal{B} \), the same space without agent \( i \).

A social choice function (SCF), \( f \), defines a mapping from types to outcomes, that we wish to implement within the mechanism. An online mechanism, \( \mathcal{M} \), is said to implement SCF, \( f \), if outcome \( f(\theta) \) is selected by the mechanism in equilibrium, for any joint types \( \theta \).

An online direct-revelation mechanism (online DRM) is a mechanism in which the strategy space for agent \( t \) consists of a single announcement of a reported value, \( \tilde{v}_t \in V_t \). Thus, at a time, \( \tilde{a}_t \), chosen by the agent. An incentive-compatible online DRM is a mechanism in which the truthful revelation of value, \( v_t \), immediately upon arrival, is an equilibrium of the system. In the special case that truth-revelation is a dominant strategy, an online mechanism is said to be strategyproof.

A variation of the revelation principle allows us to limit attention to incentive compatible and direct-revelation online mecha-

Consider the following motivating scenarios:

WiFi at Starbucks: Consider the pricing of WiFi at a cafe\(^1\) with a limited number of connections. Customers arrive would like to use the WiFi network while enjoying a cup of coffee. What pricing plan will maximize social welfare (or profit)?

Web serving: Consider the pricing of access to a web server where page requests have varied service times. In what order should we serve requests to minimize delay costs?

Ad-hoc Networks: Consider a group of agents who dynamically create their own network. How should we dynamically configure the network to preserve battery life?

In this paper, we will address the incentive issues in online mechanisms, and seek to bring the announcement of truthful arrival times and truthful value information into equilibrium. In particular, we consider online variations of VCG mechanisms, which reduce the mechanism design problem into an algorithmic problem.

\(^1\)Starbucks cafe has recently begun offering wireless access in their stores with a variety of pricing plans. (See, http://www.starbucks.com/retail/wireless.asp.)
nisms. As with classical mechanism design, this serves to simplify the mechanism design problem by constraining the design space.

**THEOREM 1 (ONLINE REVELATION PRINCIPLE).** For both dominant-strategy and Bayesian-Nash equilibrium, if a social choice function can be implemented in an online mechanism, then it can be implemented in an incentive-compatible online direct-revelation mechanism.

For the remainder of the paper, we consider the problem of making efficient online choices, that maximize the long-term total value of the system. In particular, we consider the problem of implementing a choice rule \( k_\theta \) to \( \max \) expected long-term value.

\[ V(k; \theta) = \sum_i v_i(k; \theta) \]

Our goal is to find online choice rules \( k(\theta) \) for which there are there payments that make the overall SCF incentive-compatible.

In order to address incentive issues, we consider the family of Groves [5] mechanisms. In particular, we focus on the Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism. Let \( \hat{\theta} = (\hat{a}, \hat{\theta}) \) denote the announced types of agents, and \( k(\hat{\theta}) \) denote the choice implemented with all agents and \( k(\hat{\theta}_{-i}) \) denote the choice that would be implemented without agent \( i \). Let \( V_\hat{\theta}(\hat{\theta}) \) denote shorthand for \( V(k(\hat{\theta}); \hat{\theta}) \), and let \( V_\hat{\theta}(\hat{\theta}_{-i}) \) denote shorthand for \( V(k(\hat{\theta}_{-i}); \hat{\theta}_{-i}) \), the reported value of the choice without \( i \). An online VCG mechanism implements choice \( k(\hat{\theta}) \) and computes payment, \( p_{v_i} = v_i(k(\hat{\theta}); \hat{\theta}) - V(k(\hat{\theta}); \hat{\theta}) + V'(k(\hat{\theta}_{-i}); \hat{\theta}_{-i}) \), to agent \( i \).

It is well known that if the choice rule is offline optimal then the VCG mechanism is strategy proof. But, perfectly-competitive online algorithms only exist in a few very special cases. (We present stylized versions of the motivating scenarios in the full length version of this paper [3].) Indeed, there are information-theoretic lower-bounds for many online choice problems. However, all is not lost and we can find weaker conditions for incentive compatibility due to the physical constraint that agents can’t announce their arrival before they actually arrive.

We define an online choice rule, \( k(\theta) \), to be **time monotonotic**, if the total long-term value of the decision \( k(\theta) \) cannot be improved by a unilateral deviation, \( \hat{a}_i \geq a_i \) and \( \hat{v}_i \neq v_i \), for any agent \( I \), in any state of the system. In particular, an agent must not be able to increase the total value of the system by stalling and reporting some later arrival time.

**THEOREM 2.** An online VCG mechanism is strategyproof if and only if the online choice rule is time-monotonotic.

At this point, it is interesting to highlight a fundamental mismatch between the worst-case competitive approach of computer science to online algorithm problems, and what is required here to get an incentive-compatible online mechanism. It is not sufficient to use an online choice rule with an **optimal** competitive ratio (i.e. equal to a lower-bound), because this is not consistent with the expected-utility maximizing model of a self-interested agent.

Rather, what is required is expected-optimal online choice rules. Defining **expected** time-monotonotic in the obvious way, we have the following main result:

**THEOREM 3.** The online VCG mechanism is Bayesian-Nash incentive compatible if the online choice rule is expected time-monotonotic.

This is useful, because at least it is clear that expected-optimal online choice rules, that maximize the average-case long-term efficiency of a system, always exist (in contrast to perfectly-competitive online choice rules). Thus, we reduce the online mechanism design problem to the problem of implementing online choice rules that maximize expected long-term value.

The VCG mechanism is Bayesian-Nash, but not dominant strategy, incentive-compatible, because the Bayesian optimality of the online algorithm depends on correct beliefs about the distribution over agent types, which requires that agents report types truthfully.

### 3. EXAMPLE

In the full length version of this paper [3] we analyze a specific model of the Starbucks problem. Two conclusions that we draw from that analysis are: (1) Even simple dynamic models can be computationally intractable. (2) Simple, but suboptimal, procedures can obtain a high percentage of the maximum efficiency and as such might be of practical importance.

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

We have introduced the problem of online mechanism design, and demonstrated how to incorporate online problems into the mechanism design framework. We adopted the VCG framework, and showed a mapping between perfectly-competitive online choice rules and expected-optimal online choice rules and Bayesian-Nash incentive compatibility. We also highlighted a basic mismatch between traditional worst-case computer science analysis, and the expected-utility maximizing models of self-interested agents within mechanism design. The most obvious direction for future work is to construct strategyproof but approximate online mechanisms, and online choice rules that are time-monotonic for problems in which there can be no perfectly-competitive rules. We also intend to adopt paradigms from stochastic dynamic optimization to construct Bayesian-Nash incentive compatible online mechanisms.
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